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STUDENT DRESS AND APPEARANCE

I.

Purpose
This policy enhances the education of students by establishing expectations of dress and
appearance that are related to educational goals, promote school unity, enhance student
safety, and permit appropriate freedom of expression.

II.

General Statement of Policy
The school district encourages students to be dressed and groomed appropriately for school
activities. This is a joint responsibility of the student and the student’s parent(s) or
guardian(s).
"If a simple change in attire can positively influence more than 30 percent or even 25 percent
of a school's student population, then perhaps administrators, teachers, students, and
community members find it worth the effort. Essentially, students reported positive impacts
by simply changing the clothes they wore to school, and comparatively, there wasn't much of
a downside." (Sanchez, J. 2012)
The district believes in research-supported decision making. ASA will employ a school
uniform policy that is reasonable and flexible enough to allow for student individuality while
maintaining the research-backed benefits of student uniforms.
School uniforms have some distinct benefits including:
• Uniforms help foster community identity and school spirit
• Uniforms address the issue of students using clothing as a status symbol
• Uniforms foster a more business-like approach to academics.
• Uniforms allow trespassers on the school grounds to be easily identified
“After implementing school uniform policies, schools often report decreases in discipline,
gang involvement and bullying; and increases in safety, ease of going to school, confidence
and self-esteem.” (Wharton, C. 2013)

III.

Non-Discriminatory Statement
It is not the intention of this policy to abridge the rights of students to express political,
religious, philosophical, or personal opinions. It is not the intention of the district to restrict
the opportunities of students because of dress violations.
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IV.

Uniform Guidelines
Guidelines will be provided by school administration to all students/parents/guardians at the
beginning of the school year and will keep copies available upon request.
These dress code guidelines will apply to regular school days and summer school days, as
well as to any school-related events and activities such as educational travel, graduation
ceremonies, dances and prom. Administrators may make exceptions to this policy if
necessary and/or appropriate under the circumstances (e.g. spirit days, etc.). The site
principal or director must give explicit permission in making the exception.
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